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LUBRICA is a Bulgarian company with head office and main 

manufacturing facilities in Ruse. 

Since its establishment in 1996, the company has been 

specializing in the manufacture of motor, industrial and special 

oils. During the years,  has gained experience and LUBRICA

technical expertise in this field. This has made us one of the 

leading Bulgarian companies in lubricants manufacture. 

The company has substantial production capacity and a wide 

sales network. LUBRICA offers an abundant range of over 150 

high-quality petroleum products. The Quality Management 

System  ISO 9001 is implemented in .LUBRICA

The laboratory for testing petroleum products of  has LUBRICA

modern technical means for testing and measuring 

physical/chemical characteristics of fresh oils and used oils.

The implemented and acting Quality Management System and 

the competence are a guarantee in front of our customers and in 

front of the accreditation authorities that the activity of the 

laboratory of  for testing petroleum products is LUBRICA

performed in conformity with the requirements of BDS EN 

ISO/IEC 17025. The laboratory is certified by the EA �Bulgarian 

Accreditation Service� for testing 16 types petroleum products 

according to 50 standardized national methods.
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Mono grade motor oilsMono grade motor oils
Mul� grade motor oils – mineral, semi-synthe�c and synthe�cMul� grade motor oils – mineral, semi-synthe�c and synthe�c
Automobile fluidsAutomobile fluids

Mono grade motor oils
Mul� grade motor oils – mineral, semi-synthe�c and synthe�c
Automobile fluids

The staff's technical competence is proved by our yearly 

participation in inter-laboratory programs for petroleum 

products testing, organized by national and international 

providers � IIS (Institute for inter-laboratory studies) SGS.

LUBRICA is investing in innovative technologies to reduce 

production costs and environmental impact and improve end 

product quality. We are committed to protecting the 

environment by maintaining high safety standards. 

Customer relations are the base of LUBRICA's market behavior. 

The company strives to provide support to its partners in the 

implementation of their projects.  is working towards LUBRICA

creating long-term relations with its partners through high 

professional standards and mutual trust. 

The success of  is due to our expertise, business LUBRICA

ingenuity, strong partnerships and our proven ability to deliver 

high quality services and products. 
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Lubrica MD mono-grade motor oils are manufactured of high quality base oil components and an 
additive package providing good detergent - dispersant properties, anti-oxidation, anti-corrosion, 
anti-wear and anti-foaming properties.    

OILS ENSURE:
Extended engine life
Necessary cleanness of the engine and extended term of oil use

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MD mono-grade motor oils are designed for lubrication of diesel engines without forced filling, 
working at light to medium duty conditions for which it is recommended the use of API CC performance 
grade. They are suitable for use in transport gasoline engines working at variable conditions with 
recommended use of oil API  SD performance level.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300
API CC/SD
BDS 9785-89; BDS 14362-87

                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
      M8D M10D M16D M20D
Viscosity grade     
- SAE      20W 30 40 50
- BDS (Bulgarian State Standard)   6W 10 16 20
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.880 0.888 0.891 0.893

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s   8.3 11.5 15.4 19.5
Viscosity index     93 93 92 90
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ   215 230 240 250
Freezing point, °Ñ     -25 -20 -15 -15
TBN, mg KOH/g     4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
Sulfated ash, %     0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Foaming, ml (tendency/stability)
- testing at 24 °Ñ       0/0   0/0   0/0   0/0
- testing at 93,5 °Ñ     10/0 10/0 10/0 10/0
- testing at 24 °Ñ       0/0   0/0   0/0   0/0

Lubrica ME

Lubrica ME mono-grade motor oils are manufactured of high quality base oil components and a 
multifunctional additive package  providing API  CD/SE performance level.

OILS ENSURE:
Excellent protection against thickening at high speed and high temperatures
The high alkaline reserve guarantees fast and effective neutralization of the acids formed during  
service with diesel fuels with high sulphure content
Protection against aging and corrosion

APPLICATION:
Lubrica ME oils are designed for lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines  with or without forced filling, 
working at variable conditions, as well as for gasoline engines requiring oils with performance level SE. 
They are recommended for diesel engines in motor transport, construction equipment and for diesel 
railway engines.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300
API CD/SE
BDS 9785-89; BDS 14362-87

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Viscosity grade  
- SAE      30 40 50
- BDS (Bulgarian State Standard)   10 16 20

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s   11.5 15.6 19.5
Viscosity index     93 92 90
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ   230 240 245
Pour  point, °Ñ     -20 -15 -15
TBN, mg KOH/g     8.0 8.0 8.0
Sulfated ash, %     1.3 1.3 1.3

www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica MT16p motor oil is manufactured of refined base oil stocks blended with multifunctional 
additives. 

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MT16p motor oil is designed for lubrication of high-speed heavy duty engines of armored 
vehicles, heavy-duty agricultural equipment, road construction machines, etc. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
API CB/SC

                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ    17.5
Viscosity index        92
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ     235
Pour point, °Ñ       -30
TBN, mg KOH/g        3.5
Sulfated ash, %        0.5
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.885

Lubrica Super

Lubrica Super multi-grade motor oils are manufactured of high quality base oil fractions and an 
appropriately selected additive package, providing very good high- and low- temperature rheology.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Very good detergent/dispersant properties
Stable protection against oxidation
Normal start at low temperatures
Excellent anti-wear, anti-seizure and lubricating properties in a wide temperature range

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Super multi-grade motor oils are designed for lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines with or 
without turbo chargers, operating under variable conditions. Recommended for lubrication of engines 
of trucks, buses, passenger cars and light commercial vehicles. They find use also for lubrication of 
gasoline engines requiring motor oils of API SF grade.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300
API CD/SF
ACEA B2-98/A2-96
According to SAE J300 the oils are produced in the following viscosity grades: 15W40; 20W40; 20W50.

                                                  TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade      15W40 20W40 20W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.882 0.884 0.885

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ mm /s   14.8 15.3 18.0
Viscosity index     130 120 120
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s 
- at minus 20 °C     6400 - -
- at minus 15 °C     - 8000 9000
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ   210 220 220
Pour point, °Ñ     -25 -20 -20
NOACK Evaporation, %    11.0 11.0 11.0
TBN, mg KOH/g     8.0 8.0 8.0
Sulfated ash, %     1.2 1.2 1.2

www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica Super Gas is a multi-grade motor oil manufactured of highly refined base oil fractions and a 
specially selected additive package which effectively reduces high temperature deposit formation, 
typical for engines working with gas fuel.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Reliable protection against engine wear
High anti-oxidation and anti-corrosion stability
Easy start at low temperatures
Longer oil change intervals
Clean combustion zone

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Super Gas multi-grade motor oil is designed for lubrication of heavy duty gasoline engines 
adapted to operate on gas fuel too. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300 
API SG/CD
ACEA A2-96/B2-96

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade       15W40
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml      0.885

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s    14.4
Viscosity Index      130
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s 
- at minus 20 °C      6500
Borderline pumping temperature, °Ñ    -25
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    210
Pour point, °Ñ      -25
Noack Evaporation, %     11.0
TBN, mg KOH/g      8.0
Sulfated ash, %      1.0

          

Lubrica Super Benzin

Lubrica Super Benzin multi-grade oils maintain the engine components in excellent condition and 
prevent wear due to the highly refined base oils and the efficient additive package. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
The necessary viscosity at high temperatures and excellent low-temperature properties
Reduced oil consumption due to the high anti-oxidation stability
Excellent anti-wear properties ensuring reliable engine protection in heavy duty conditions of operation
Exceptional detergent/dispersant properties guaranteeing engine cleanness
Anti-corrosion stability even at heavy duty conditions of operation
Very good anti-foaming properties ensuring stable oil film at high loading

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Super Benzin oils are designed for lubrication of modern heavy duty gasoline engines operating 
under variable conditions. Recommended for use in cars and light commercial vehicles and minibuses 
with normal or turbo charging, including gas installations and  catalysts converters. May be used in 
diesel engines requiring CF performance grade. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300 
API SJ/CF
ACEA A3-96/B3-96

                                                  
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade    10W40 15W40 20W40 20W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.882 0.882 0.882 0.885

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s   14.2 14.8 15.3 18.3
Viscosity Index     140 130 120 120
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s    
- at minus 25 °C     6300 - - -
- at minus 20 °C     - 6400 - -
- at minus 15 °C     - - 8500 9000
Borderline Pumping Temperature, °C   -30 -25 -20 -20
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ   210 210 220 220
Pour point, °Ñ     -30 -25 -20 -20
NOACK Evaporation, %    11.2 11.0 10.0 10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g     8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Sulfated ash, %     1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2

www.lubrica.com
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12 Lubrica Turbo Diesel

Lubrica Turbo Diesel multi-grade high performance motor oils provide reliable protection of heavy duty 
diesel engines. Manufactured of high quality base oil fractions, PAO and a multifunctional additive 
package ensuring the requirements of API CF-4/SG performance level.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Thermal and anti-oxidation stability - reduced formation of deposits and sediments
High stability to mechanical destruction
Excellent detergent-dispersant properties - improved cleanliness and extended engine life
Very good anti-corrosion and anti-wear properties

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Turbo Diesel multi-grade motor oils are designed for lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines 
with or without turbo chargers, operating under variable conditions and requiring higher level of 
protection against low- and high-temperature deposits, rust and corrosion. Recommended for use in 
modern diesel engines of passenger cars, light commercial vehicles, trucks, buses and minibuses as 
well as in gasoline engines requiring API SG performance grade.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300 
API ÑF-4/SG
ACEA B3-96/A3-96

                                                  

13Lubrica 100 Plus

Lubrica 100 Plus multi-grade motor oil is manufactured of highly refined base oils and a specially 
selected additive package, meeting the requirements of API CF-4/SG performance level.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Better sealing in the piston rings area during performance
Minimum interchange oil consumption
Prevention of scaling
Easy start-up of the engine at low temperatures
Excellent lubrication and anti-seizure properties ensuring reliable work of friction engine parts
Protection against corrosion
Very good detergent-dispersant properties, ensuring maximum cleanness of cylinders and pistons

APPLICATION:
Lubrica 100 Plus multi-grade oil is designed especially for lubrication of diesel and gasoline engines of 
passenger cars, commercial vehicles and trucks with mileages exceeding 100 000 km and visible 
signs of wear. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300 
API CF-4/SG
ACEA A2-96/B2-96/E2-96

                                                  
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

SAE viscosity grade     15W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.880

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ mm /s    18.5
Viscosity index      145
Apparent viscosity (CCS), mPa.s
- at minus 20 °C      6300
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    230
Pour point, °Ñ      -25
NOAK Evaporation, %     10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g      8.0
Sulfated ash, %      1.1

www.lubrica.com

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade       10W40   15W40    20W40     20W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.868   0.882    0.884       0.885

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ mm /s    14.3   14.8    15.3      18.3
Viscosity index      140   130    120          120
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s 
- at minus 25 °C      7000    -     -              -
- at minus 20 °C       -   6500     -              - 
- at minus 15 °C       -    -              8600     9000
Borderline Pumping Temperature, °C            -30   -25    -20           -20
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    210   210    220          220
Pour point, °Ñ      -30   -25    -20      -20
NOAK Evaporation, %     10.0   10.0    10.0         10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g      8.5   8.5    8.5      8.5
Sulfated ash, %      1.20   1.20    1.20         1.20

motor oilsmotor oilsmotor oils motor oilsmotor oilsmotor oils



12 Lubrica Turbo Diesel

Lubrica Turbo Diesel multi-grade high performance motor oils provide reliable protection of heavy duty 
diesel engines. Manufactured of high quality base oil fractions, PAO and a multifunctional additive 
package ensuring the requirements of API CF-4/SG performance level.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Thermal and anti-oxidation stability - reduced formation of deposits and sediments
High stability to mechanical destruction
Excellent detergent-dispersant properties - improved cleanliness and extended engine life
Very good anti-corrosion and anti-wear properties

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Turbo Diesel multi-grade motor oils are designed for lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines 
with or without turbo chargers, operating under variable conditions and requiring higher level of 
protection against low- and high-temperature deposits, rust and corrosion. Recommended for use in 
modern diesel engines of passenger cars, light commercial vehicles, trucks, buses and minibuses as 
well as in gasoline engines requiring API SG performance grade.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300 
API ÑF-4/SG
ACEA B3-96/A3-96

                                                  

13Lubrica 100 Plus

Lubrica 100 Plus multi-grade motor oil is manufactured of highly refined base oils and a specially 
selected additive package, meeting the requirements of API CF-4/SG performance level.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Better sealing in the piston rings area during performance
Minimum interchange oil consumption
Prevention of scaling
Easy start-up of the engine at low temperatures
Excellent lubrication and anti-seizure properties ensuring reliable work of friction engine parts
Protection against corrosion
Very good detergent-dispersant properties, ensuring maximum cleanness of cylinders and pistons

APPLICATION:
Lubrica 100 Plus multi-grade oil is designed especially for lubrication of diesel and gasoline engines of 
passenger cars, commercial vehicles and trucks with mileages exceeding 100 000 km and visible 
signs of wear. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300 
API CF-4/SG
ACEA A2-96/B2-96/E2-96

                                                  
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

SAE viscosity grade     15W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.880

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ mm /s    18.5
Viscosity index      145
Apparent viscosity (CCS), mPa.s
- at minus 20 °C      6300
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    230
Pour point, °Ñ      -25
NOAK Evaporation, %     10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g      8.0
Sulfated ash, %      1.1

www.lubrica.com

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade       10W40   15W40    20W40     20W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.868   0.882    0.884       0.885

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ mm /s    14.3   14.8    15.3      18.3
Viscosity index      140   130    120          120
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s 
- at minus 25 °C      7000    -     -              -
- at minus 20 °C       -   6500     -              - 
- at minus 15 °C       -    -              8600     9000
Borderline Pumping Temperature, °C            -30   -25    -20           -20
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    210   210    220          220
Pour point, °Ñ      -30   -25    -20      -20
NOAK Evaporation, %     10.0   10.0    10.0         10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g      8.5   8.5    8.5      8.5
Sulfated ash, %      1.20   1.20    1.20         1.20

motor oilsmotor oilsmotor oils motor oilsmotor oilsmotor oils



14 Lubrica Super Plus

Lubrica Super Plus are multi-grade motor oils manufactured of high quality base oil fractions and a 
specially selected additive package meeting the requirements of API CH-4/SJ performance level. They 
are available in the following viscosity grades: SAE 10W40, 15W40, 20W40 and 20W50.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Excellent detergent-dispersant, anti-wear, anti-corrosion and anti-foaming properties
Very good resistance to mechanical destruction
Stable performance in wide temperature range

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Super Plus multi-grade motor oils are designed for lubrication of modern heavy duty diesel 
engines with or without turbo chargers and of modern gasoline engines of passenger cars, light 
commercial vehicles and trucks operating under variable conditions and requiring the best protection 
against low- and high- temperature scale, deposit and corrosion. They find application also in engines 
with gas fuel and catalysts.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300, API CH-4/SJ, ACEA Å2-96/A3, 96/B3-98
                                                  

15

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade       10W40   15W40    20W40     20W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.882   0.882    0.884       0.885

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s     14.2   14.8    15.3      18.4
Viscosity index      140   130    120          120
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s 
- at minus 25 °C      6400    -     -              -
- at minus 20 °C       -   6500     -              - 
- at minus 15 °C       -    -              8600     9000
Borderline Pumping Temperature, °C            -30   -25    -20           -20
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ     210   210    220          220
Pour point, °Ñ      -30   -25    -20      -20
NOAK Evaporation, %     11.0   11.0    10.0         10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g       10.0   10.0    10.0      10.0
Sulfated ash, %      1.2   1.3    1.3           1.3

SAE viscosity grade     10W40 15W40 20W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml               0.885 0.885 0.885
Kinematic viscosity 

2
at  100 °Ñ, mm /s                                      14.0 14.5 18.0
Viscosity index    140 130 120
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s
- at minus 25 °C    6600  
- at minus 20 °C    - 6500 -
- at minus 15 °C    - - 9000
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ  220 220 230
Pour point, °Ñ    -30 -25 -20
NOAK Evaporation, %   11.0 11.0 10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g                          10.5 10.5 10.5
Sulfated ash, %                              1.80 1.80 1.80

Lubrica Extra (SHPD)

Lubrica Extra (SHPD) are multi-grade motor oils with high performance characteristics, manufactured 
of suitable base oil components and a balanced additive package. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
Improved cleanliness and extended engine life
Very good anti-wear, anti-seizure, anti-oxidation and anti-corrosion properties in wide temperature 
range
Sufficient alkaline reserve

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Extra (SHPD) oils are designed for lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines with or without 
turbochargers operating under variable conditions and guarantee long oil change intervals of over 
30000 km.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300
ACEA E3-96/B3-98
MB 228.3
Volvo VDS II
Available in the following viscosity grades: 10W40, 15W40, 20W50.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

www.lubrica.com
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14 Lubrica Super Plus

Lubrica Super Plus are multi-grade motor oils manufactured of high quality base oil fractions and a 
specially selected additive package meeting the requirements of API CH-4/SJ performance level. They 
are available in the following viscosity grades: SAE 10W40, 15W40, 20W40 and 20W50.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Excellent detergent-dispersant, anti-wear, anti-corrosion and anti-foaming properties
Very good resistance to mechanical destruction
Stable performance in wide temperature range

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Super Plus multi-grade motor oils are designed for lubrication of modern heavy duty diesel 
engines with or without turbo chargers and of modern gasoline engines of passenger cars, light 
commercial vehicles and trucks operating under variable conditions and requiring the best protection 
against low- and high- temperature scale, deposit and corrosion. They find application also in engines 
with gas fuel and catalysts.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300, API CH-4/SJ, ACEA Å2-96/A3, 96/B3-98
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade       10W40   15W40    20W40     20W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.882   0.882    0.884       0.885

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s     14.2   14.8    15.3      18.4
Viscosity index      140   130    120          120
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s 
- at minus 25 °C      6400    -     -              -
- at minus 20 °C       -   6500     -              - 
- at minus 15 °C       -    -              8600     9000
Borderline Pumping Temperature, °C            -30   -25    -20           -20
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ     210   210    220          220
Pour point, °Ñ      -30   -25    -20      -20
NOAK Evaporation, %     11.0   11.0    10.0         10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g       10.0   10.0    10.0      10.0
Sulfated ash, %      1.2   1.3    1.3           1.3

SAE viscosity grade     10W40 15W40 20W50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml               0.885 0.885 0.885
Kinematic viscosity 

2
at  100 °Ñ, mm /s                                      14.0 14.5 18.0
Viscosity index    140 130 120
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s
- at minus 25 °C    6600  
- at minus 20 °C    - 6500 -
- at minus 15 °C    - - 9000
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ  220 220 230
Pour point, °Ñ    -30 -25 -20
NOAK Evaporation, %   11.0 11.0 10.0
TBN, mg KOH/g                          10.5 10.5 10.5
Sulfated ash, %                              1.80 1.80 1.80

Lubrica Extra (SHPD)

Lubrica Extra (SHPD) are multi-grade motor oils with high performance characteristics, manufactured 
of suitable base oil components and a balanced additive package. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
Improved cleanliness and extended engine life
Very good anti-wear, anti-seizure, anti-oxidation and anti-corrosion properties in wide temperature 
range
Sufficient alkaline reserve

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Extra (SHPD) oils are designed for lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines with or without 
turbochargers operating under variable conditions and guarantee long oil change intervals of over 
30000 km.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J300
ACEA E3-96/B3-98
MB 228.3
Volvo VDS II
Available in the following viscosity grades: 10W40, 15W40, 20W50.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

www.lubrica.com
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16 universal tractor oiluniversal tractor oiluniversal tractor oil 17Lubrica STOU 

Lubrica STOU super universal tractor oil is manufactured  from high viscosity index base oil  and a 
multifunctional additive package ensuring high detergent-dispersant, anti-seizure and anti-oxidation 
properties, good resistance to mechanical destruction and stable operation in a wide temperature 
range.

THE OIL ENSURES:
The necessary viscosity at high temperatures and excellent low-temperature properties
Very good oxidation and corrosion resistance even in heavy duty conditions of operation
Reduced oil consumption due to the low evaporation rate at high temperatures
Excellent anti-wear properties ensuring reliable engine protection in heavy duty conditions of operation
High detergent-dispersant properties ensuring engine cleanness

APPLICATION:
Lubrica STOU super universal tractor oil is designed for lubrication of modern engines, transmissions, 
differentials, hydraulic brakes and hydraulic systems of state-of-the-art agricultural machines and 
equipment operating under variable conditions and requiring special protection against high- and low-
temperature sediments formation, rust and corrosion. It finds application also in construction 
equipment: diggers, bulldozers, excavators, heavy hoppers, road-construction machines etc.

                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade      10W30 10W40

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s   10.9 14
Viscosity index     140 140
Flash point in open cup, COC,°Ñ   210 210
Pour point, °Ñ     -30 -30
TBN, mg KOH/g     9.0 9.0
NOACK Evaporation, %    11 11
Foaming: 

3
- foaming tendency, cm                            10-50-10  10-50-10

3        
- foam stability, cm  0-0-0 0-0-0
Sulfated ash, %     1.30 1.30
Apparent viscosity (CCS), mPa.s   5600 6500

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J 300
API CE/SF
API GL-4
JD- J27
Allison C-4
MF M1139
Vikers Vane
Pump-I-286-S
Denison HF-2

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

SAE viscosity grade        5W40
2

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s    13.5
Viscosity index      160
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s
- at minus 30 °C      6000
Borderline Pumping Temperature, °Ñ    -35
Pour point, °Ñ      -50
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    230
NOACK Evaporation rate, %     8.0
TBN, mg KOH/g      9.5
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.850          

Lubrica Ultra is a synthetic motor oil manufactured according to advanced technology and meeting API 
SJ/CF performance grade requirements.

THE OILS ENSURES:
Stable protection against oxidation and corrosion
Low evaporation rate at high temperatures
Excellent anti-wear, anti-seizure and lubricating properties in wide temperature range and reduced 
fuel consumption
Exceptional detergent-dispersant properties
Good start-up at low temperatures

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Ultra synthetic motor oil is designed for lubrication of modern heavy duty gasoline and diesel 
engines of passenger cars and commercial vehicles, with or without turbo chargers, operating under 
variable conditions.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J 300
API SJ/CF
ACEA A3-98/B3-98

www.lubrica.com
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16 universal tractor oiluniversal tractor oiluniversal tractor oil 17Lubrica STOU 

Lubrica STOU super universal tractor oil is manufactured  from high viscosity index base oil  and a 
multifunctional additive package ensuring high detergent-dispersant, anti-seizure and anti-oxidation 
properties, good resistance to mechanical destruction and stable operation in a wide temperature 
range.

THE OIL ENSURES:
The necessary viscosity at high temperatures and excellent low-temperature properties
Very good oxidation and corrosion resistance even in heavy duty conditions of operation
Reduced oil consumption due to the low evaporation rate at high temperatures
Excellent anti-wear properties ensuring reliable engine protection in heavy duty conditions of operation
High detergent-dispersant properties ensuring engine cleanness

APPLICATION:
Lubrica STOU super universal tractor oil is designed for lubrication of modern engines, transmissions, 
differentials, hydraulic brakes and hydraulic systems of state-of-the-art agricultural machines and 
equipment operating under variable conditions and requiring special protection against high- and low-
temperature sediments formation, rust and corrosion. It finds application also in construction 
equipment: diggers, bulldozers, excavators, heavy hoppers, road-construction machines etc.

                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade      10W30 10W40

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s   10.9 14
Viscosity index     140 140
Flash point in open cup, COC,°Ñ   210 210
Pour point, °Ñ     -30 -30
TBN, mg KOH/g     9.0 9.0
NOACK Evaporation, %    11 11
Foaming: 

3
- foaming tendency, cm                            10-50-10  10-50-10

3        
- foam stability, cm  0-0-0 0-0-0
Sulfated ash, %     1.30 1.30
Apparent viscosity (CCS), mPa.s   5600 6500

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J 300
API CE/SF
API GL-4
JD- J27
Allison C-4
MF M1139
Vikers Vane
Pump-I-286-S
Denison HF-2

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

SAE viscosity grade        5W40
2

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s    13.5
Viscosity index      160
Apparent Viscosity (CCS), mPa.s
- at minus 30 °C      6000
Borderline Pumping Temperature, °Ñ    -35
Pour point, °Ñ      -50
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    230
NOACK Evaporation rate, %     8.0
TBN, mg KOH/g      9.5
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.850          

Lubrica Ultra is a synthetic motor oil manufactured according to advanced technology and meeting API 
SJ/CF performance grade requirements.

THE OILS ENSURES:
Stable protection against oxidation and corrosion
Low evaporation rate at high temperatures
Excellent anti-wear, anti-seizure and lubricating properties in wide temperature range and reduced 
fuel consumption
Exceptional detergent-dispersant properties
Good start-up at low temperatures

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Ultra synthetic motor oil is designed for lubrication of modern heavy duty gasoline and diesel 
engines of passenger cars and commercial vehicles, with or without turbo chargers, operating under 
variable conditions.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J 300
API SJ/CF
ACEA A3-98/B3-98

www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica UTTO is a modern universal tractor oil manufactured of high viscosity index base oil and an 
additive package ensuring very good detergent-dispersant, anti-wear, and anti-seizure properties, 
good resistance to mechanical destruction and stable operation in wide temperature range.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Preserved viscosity at high temperatures 
Excellent low-temperature properties
Very good oxidation and corrosion resistance even in heavy duty conditions of operation
Excellent anti-wear and anti-seizure properties
Very good compatibility with all sealing materials used in all equipment parts

APPLICATION:
Lubrica UTTO is designed for lubrication of transmissions, differentials, hydraulic brakes and hydraulic 
systems of state-of-the-art agricultural machines and equipment operating under variable conditions 
and requiring special protection against high- and low-temperature sediments formation, rust and 
corrosion. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J306-98
API GL-4     

                                                  
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE Viscosity grade      80W

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s     9,5
Viscosity index      145
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ     210
Pour point, °Ñ      -30
Foaming:

3
- foaming tendency, cm                 10-50-10 

3
- foam stability, cm      0-0-0

          

www.lubrica.com

Lubrica Antifreeze Concentrate - low temperature freezing fluid designed for all seasons cooling of 
internal combustion engines. Manufactured on the basis of ethylene-glycol and an additive package 
ensuring high anti-corrosion properties of the fluid and chemical inertia to metal and non-metal 
sealing. 

ADVANTAGES:
Prevents  formation of rust and mineral salts (lime scale) in the cooling system
Non-aggressive to metal and non-metal sealing
Low temperature crystallization
Fire-resistant

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Antifreeze Concentrate is designed for use in the cooling systems of all types of gasoline and 
diesel engines of passenger cars, commercial vehicles and buses.

SPECIFICATIONS:
BDS 10126-82                 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Appearance     Clear fluid
Color           Blue
Relative density at  20 °Ñ, g/ml        1.13
Initial crystallization temperature, °C         -35
ðÍ value             7.5
Foaming 

3
- foam volume, cm           10 
- foam disintegration time, s            5

3
Alkalinity, cm           10.0

Lubrica An�freeze Concentrateuniversal tractor oiluniversal tractor oiluniversal tractor oil
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Lubrica UTTO is a modern universal tractor oil manufactured of high viscosity index base oil and an 
additive package ensuring very good detergent-dispersant, anti-wear, and anti-seizure properties, 
good resistance to mechanical destruction and stable operation in wide temperature range.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Preserved viscosity at high temperatures 
Excellent low-temperature properties
Very good oxidation and corrosion resistance even in heavy duty conditions of operation
Excellent anti-wear and anti-seizure properties
Very good compatibility with all sealing materials used in all equipment parts

APPLICATION:
Lubrica UTTO is designed for lubrication of transmissions, differentials, hydraulic brakes and hydraulic 
systems of state-of-the-art agricultural machines and equipment operating under variable conditions 
and requiring special protection against high- and low-temperature sediments formation, rust and 
corrosion. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J306-98
API GL-4     

                                                  
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE Viscosity grade      80W

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s     9,5
Viscosity index      145
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ     210
Pour point, °Ñ      -30
Foaming:

3
- foaming tendency, cm                 10-50-10 

3
- foam stability, cm      0-0-0
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Lubrica Antifreeze Concentrate - low temperature freezing fluid designed for all seasons cooling of 
internal combustion engines. Manufactured on the basis of ethylene-glycol and an additive package 
ensuring high anti-corrosion properties of the fluid and chemical inertia to metal and non-metal 
sealing. 

ADVANTAGES:
Prevents  formation of rust and mineral salts (lime scale) in the cooling system
Non-aggressive to metal and non-metal sealing
Low temperature crystallization
Fire-resistant

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Antifreeze Concentrate is designed for use in the cooling systems of all types of gasoline and 
diesel engines of passenger cars, commercial vehicles and buses.

SPECIFICATIONS:
BDS 10126-82                 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Appearance     Clear fluid
Color           Blue
Relative density at  20 °Ñ, g/ml        1.13
Initial crystallization temperature, °C         -35
ðÍ value             7.5
Foaming 

3
- foam volume, cm           10 
- foam disintegration time, s            5

3
Alkalinity, cm           10.0

Lubrica An�freeze Concentrateuniversal tractor oiluniversal tractor oiluniversal tractor oil
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Lubrica Antifreeze is ready for use diluted with water cooling fluid Lubrica antifreeze concentrate  with 
a specified initial crystallization temperature.

ADVANTAGES:
Prevents formation of rust and mineral salts (lime scale) in the cooling system
Non-aggressive to metal and non-metal sealing
Low temperature crystallization
Fire-resistant

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Antifreeze is designed for use in all types of gasoline and diesel engines of passenger cars and 
commercial vehicles.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Appearance     Clear fluid
Color           Blue
Relative density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml        1.07
Initial crystallization temperature, °C         -35
ðÍ value            7.5
Foaming

3
- foam volume, cm           10
- foam disintegration time, s           5

3
Alkalinity, ñm          10.0

Lubrica An�freeze

www.lubrica.com

Lubrica DOT 3 and Lubrica DOT-4 brake fluids are manufactured  from glycols and glycol ethers  in 
combination with an additive package ensuring protection against corrosion of metal surfaces in the 
brake systems, high resistance to oxidation and non-aggressiveness to rubber sealing.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica DOT- 3 and Lubrica DOT-4 brake fluids are designed  for hydraulic brake systems and clutches 
of all vehicles with  disk and drum brakes.

SPECIFICATIONS:
BDS 9400-82   BDS 9400-82
ISO 4925 Class 3   ISO 4925 Class 4
ATE - DOT -3   ATE - DOT -4
SAE J - 1703   SAE J - 1704
FMVSS 116   FMVSS 116      

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
         Lubrica DOT-3  Lubrica DOT-4
Appearance        Clear fluid   Clear fluid
Color         Light yellow                Yellow
Relative density at 20 °Ñ       1.02   1.05
Kinematic viscosity 

2
- at 20 °C, mm /sec       16.0   16.5

2
- at 50 °C, mm /sec       4.5   4.5

2
- at 100 °C, mm /sec       1.8   2.0
Boiling point, °Ñ            220   240
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ           130   140
ðÍ value         10.0   8.5
Freezing point, °C        -70   -70
Foaming at 24 °C  

3
- foam volume, ml             5   5   
- foam disintegration time, s           5   5

Lubrica DOT - 3/DOT - 4 automobile fluidsautomobile fluidsautomobile fluidsautomobile fluidsautomobile fluidsautomobile fluids
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Lubrica Antifreeze is ready for use diluted with water cooling fluid Lubrica antifreeze concentrate  with 
a specified initial crystallization temperature.

ADVANTAGES:
Prevents formation of rust and mineral salts (lime scale) in the cooling system
Non-aggressive to metal and non-metal sealing
Low temperature crystallization
Fire-resistant

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Antifreeze is designed for use in all types of gasoline and diesel engines of passenger cars and 
commercial vehicles.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Appearance     Clear fluid
Color           Blue
Relative density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml        1.07
Initial crystallization temperature, °C         -35
ðÍ value            7.5
Foaming

3
- foam volume, cm           10
- foam disintegration time, s           5

3
Alkalinity, ñm          10.0

Lubrica An�freeze
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Lubrica DOT 3 and Lubrica DOT-4 brake fluids are manufactured  from glycols and glycol ethers  in 
combination with an additive package ensuring protection against corrosion of metal surfaces in the 
brake systems, high resistance to oxidation and non-aggressiveness to rubber sealing.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica DOT- 3 and Lubrica DOT-4 brake fluids are designed  for hydraulic brake systems and clutches 
of all vehicles with  disk and drum brakes.

SPECIFICATIONS:
BDS 9400-82   BDS 9400-82
ISO 4925 Class 3   ISO 4925 Class 4
ATE - DOT -3   ATE - DOT -4
SAE J - 1703   SAE J - 1704
FMVSS 116   FMVSS 116      

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
         Lubrica DOT-3  Lubrica DOT-4
Appearance        Clear fluid   Clear fluid
Color         Light yellow                Yellow
Relative density at 20 °Ñ       1.02   1.05
Kinematic viscosity 

2
- at 20 °C, mm /sec       16.0   16.5

2
- at 50 °C, mm /sec       4.5   4.5

2
- at 100 °C, mm /sec       1.8   2.0
Boiling point, °Ñ            220   240
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ           130   140
ðÍ value         10.0   8.5
Freezing point, °C        -70   -70
Foaming at 24 °C  

3
- foam volume, ml             5   5   
- foam disintegration time, s           5   5

Lubrica DOT - 3/DOT - 4 automobile fluidsautomobile fluidsautomobile fluidsautomobile fluidsautomobile fluidsautomobile fluids
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www.lubrica.com

general applica�on general applica�on 
industrial oilsindustrial oils

general applica�on 
industrial oils

Lubrica AN industrial oils without additives manufactured of highly refined base oil components are 
distinguished  with high oxidation resistance. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
Extended operation life
Wide application range

APPLICATION:
Lubrica ÀN oils are used for lubrication of light duty units of machines, installations with protracting 
and circulation systems and for technological purposes such as manufacture of resilient greases, 
metal quenching and cast molding.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/1  ISO-L-AN
ISO 11158-HH

NAME:
Lubrica AN
ISO VG 7-460
                                                  

Lubrica AN 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade       10       15       22       32       46       68       100       150       220       320       460

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   10       15       22       32      46       68       100       150       220       320      460
Coke residue, %     -         -          -         -       0.10       0.20    0.40      0.45       0.50     0.50       0.60
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ  120  130  160  170  190  200  210  230  230  240  260  280
Pour point, °Ñ  -18  -18  -18  -18  -15  -15  -12  -12  -9  -9  -9  -3
Total acid number, mg KOH/g  

7    
7    
-         

0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.02 0.02 0.03  0.03  0.03  0.03  0.03  

Industrial oils Industrial oils 
with general applica�onwith general applica�on
Hydraulic oilsHydraulic oils
Compressor oilsCompressor oils
Transmission oilsTransmission oils
Gear oilsGear oils
Turbine oilsTurbine oils
Transformer oilsTransformer oils
Heat-transfer oilsHeat-transfer oils
Slide-way oilsSlide-way oils
Oil-based Metal-working fluidsOil-based Metal-working fluids
Emulsion type Emulsion type 
Metal-working fluidsMetal-working fluids
Special oilsSpecial oils
GreasesGreases

Industrial oils 
with general applica�on
Hydraulic oils
Compressor oils
Transmission oils
Gear oils
Turbine oils
Transformer oils
Heat-transfer oils
Slide-way oils
Oil-based Metal-working fluids
Emulsion type 
Metal-working fluids
Special oils
Greases
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general applica�on general applica�on 
industrial oilsindustrial oils

general applica�on 
industrial oils

Lubrica AN industrial oils without additives manufactured of highly refined base oil components are 
distinguished  with high oxidation resistance. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
Extended operation life
Wide application range

APPLICATION:
Lubrica ÀN oils are used for lubrication of light duty units of machines, installations with protracting 
and circulation systems and for technological purposes such as manufacture of resilient greases, 
metal quenching and cast molding.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/1  ISO-L-AN
ISO 11158-HH

NAME:
Lubrica AN
ISO VG 7-460
                                                  

Lubrica AN 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade       10       15       22       32       46       68       100       150       220       320       460

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   10       15       22       32      46       68       100       150       220       320      460
Coke residue, %     -         -          -         -       0.10       0.20    0.40      0.45       0.50     0.50       0.60
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ  120  130  160  170  190  200  210  230  230  240  260  280
Pour point, °Ñ  -18  -18  -18  -18  -15  -15  -12  -12  -9  -9  -9  -3
Total acid number, mg KOH/g  

7    
7    
-         

0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.02 0.02 0.03  0.03  0.03  0.03  0.03  

Industrial oils Industrial oils 
with general applica�onwith general applica�on
Hydraulic oilsHydraulic oils
Compressor oilsCompressor oils
Transmission oilsTransmission oils
Gear oilsGear oils
Turbine oilsTurbine oils
Transformer oilsTransformer oils
Heat-transfer oilsHeat-transfer oils
Slide-way oilsSlide-way oils
Oil-based Metal-working fluidsOil-based Metal-working fluids
Emulsion type Emulsion type 
Metal-working fluidsMetal-working fluids
Special oilsSpecial oils
GreasesGreases

Industrial oils 
with general applica�on
Hydraulic oils
Compressor oils
Transmission oils
Gear oils
Turbine oils
Transformer oils
Heat-transfer oils
Slide-way oils
Oil-based Metal-working fluids
Emulsion type 
Metal-working fluids
Special oils
Greases
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Lubrica MH-L hydraulic oils are mineral oils manufactured from refined base oils  blended with anti-
oxidation and anti-corrosion additives. 

Viscosity grades - ISO VG 10, 15, 22, 32, 46, 68, 100, 150.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Good anti-oxidation and anti-corrosion properties
Good emulsifying and foaming resistance
Very goof filtering ability

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MH-L hydraulic oils are used as working fluids in hydrostatic oil systems, as well as for 
lubrication of friction units of various machines, requiring oils with high oxidation resistance and good 
protective properties. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 11158 -HL
DIN 51524, part 1 (HL)

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-HL - ISO 6743/4
                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade      
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml   

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s     
Viscosity index  
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ  
Pour point, °Ñ
Copper plate corrosion
Air-release capacity, min/°Ñ  

3
Water-release capacity, ñm /min                  

15       22       32      46     68      100      150       
0.871 0.872       0.874       0.875     0.877        0.881       0.883       

-  95  95 95 95 95 95 90  
140 150  160 190 210 220 230 240  

10    
0.869   

-21-30  -18  -15 -12  -12 -12 -12

15       22       32      46     68      100      150       10    

1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à
2/50 2/50 3/50 3/50 6/50 8/50 14/50 20/50

40-40-0/5  40-40-0/5 40-40-0/10 40-40-0/15 40-40-0/15 40-40-0/15 40-40-0/15 40-40-0/20

Lubrica MH-M

Lubrica MH-M hydraulic oils are manufactured from refined base oils blended with anti-oxidation, anti-
corrosion additives, anti-foaming, anti-corrosion and anti-seizure additives.
Depending on the type and composition of the used metal containing additives there are two 
formulations of the oils (with ash and ashless additive) meeting the requirements of  MH-M (P) and MH-
M (B) performance level.
Each performance level includes oils from eight viscosity grades: ISO VG-10, 15, 22, 32, 46, 68, 100 
and 150.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Lubrication and protection, guaranteed by: the necessary viscosity, excellent anti-wear, anti-seizure, 
anti-rust and anti-corrosion properties
High anti-oxidation and chemical resistance
Good filterability
Enough flow at low temperatures
Compatibility with other mineral oils and metals

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MH-M hydraulic oils are used as working fluids in hydrostatic oil systems, as well as for 
lubrication of friction units of various machines, requiring oils with high oxidation resistance, good 
protective properties and improved anti-wear and anti-seizure properties. The ashless hydraulic oils 
MH-M (B) are used in cases when there are non-ferrous metal parts in the lubricated systems.
                               

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
15       22       32      46     68      100      150       

-  95  100 100 100 105 95 95
120 150  160 190 200 210 230 240

10    

-22-30  -20  -18 -17  -15 -15 -13

15       22       32      46     68      100      150       10    

1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à
2/50 2/50 3/50 3/50 5/50 8/50 10/75 15/75

ISO viscosity grade      
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s     
Viscosity index 
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ  
Pour point, °Ñ
Copper plate corrosion
Air-release capacity, min/°Ñ
Four Ball Machine testing:       
- Welding load (Pz), N                                                   1600      1600     1600      2000      2000      2000     2000      2000
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml                                                 0.869     0.871    0.872     0.874     0.875     0.877    0.881     0.883

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 11158 -HM
DIN 51524, part II (HLP)

TECHNICAL 
DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-HM - ISO 6743/4
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Lubrica MH-L hydraulic oils are mineral oils manufactured from refined base oils  blended with anti-
oxidation and anti-corrosion additives. 

Viscosity grades - ISO VG 10, 15, 22, 32, 46, 68, 100, 150.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Good anti-oxidation and anti-corrosion properties
Good emulsifying and foaming resistance
Very goof filtering ability

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MH-L hydraulic oils are used as working fluids in hydrostatic oil systems, as well as for 
lubrication of friction units of various machines, requiring oils with high oxidation resistance and good 
protective properties. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 11158 -HL
DIN 51524, part 1 (HL)

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-HL - ISO 6743/4
                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade      
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml   

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s     
Viscosity index  
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ  
Pour point, °Ñ
Copper plate corrosion
Air-release capacity, min/°Ñ  

3
Water-release capacity, ñm /min                  

15       22       32      46     68      100      150       
0.871 0.872       0.874       0.875     0.877        0.881       0.883       

-  95  95 95 95 95 95 90  
140 150  160 190 210 220 230 240  

10    
0.869   

-21-30  -18  -15 -12  -12 -12 -12

15       22       32      46     68      100      150       10    

1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à
2/50 2/50 3/50 3/50 6/50 8/50 14/50 20/50

40-40-0/5  40-40-0/5 40-40-0/10 40-40-0/15 40-40-0/15 40-40-0/15 40-40-0/15 40-40-0/20

Lubrica MH-M

Lubrica MH-M hydraulic oils are manufactured from refined base oils blended with anti-oxidation, anti-
corrosion additives, anti-foaming, anti-corrosion and anti-seizure additives.
Depending on the type and composition of the used metal containing additives there are two 
formulations of the oils (with ash and ashless additive) meeting the requirements of  MH-M (P) and MH-
M (B) performance level.
Each performance level includes oils from eight viscosity grades: ISO VG-10, 15, 22, 32, 46, 68, 100 
and 150.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Lubrication and protection, guaranteed by: the necessary viscosity, excellent anti-wear, anti-seizure, 
anti-rust and anti-corrosion properties
High anti-oxidation and chemical resistance
Good filterability
Enough flow at low temperatures
Compatibility with other mineral oils and metals

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MH-M hydraulic oils are used as working fluids in hydrostatic oil systems, as well as for 
lubrication of friction units of various machines, requiring oils with high oxidation resistance, good 
protective properties and improved anti-wear and anti-seizure properties. The ashless hydraulic oils 
MH-M (B) are used in cases when there are non-ferrous metal parts in the lubricated systems.
                               

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
15       22       32      46     68      100      150       

-  95  100 100 100 105 95 95
120 150  160 190 200 210 230 240

10    

-22-30  -20  -18 -17  -15 -15 -13

15       22       32      46     68      100      150       10    

1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à 1à
2/50 2/50 3/50 3/50 5/50 8/50 10/75 15/75

ISO viscosity grade      
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s     
Viscosity index 
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ  
Pour point, °Ñ
Copper plate corrosion
Air-release capacity, min/°Ñ
Four Ball Machine testing:       
- Welding load (Pz), N                                                   1600      1600     1600      2000      2000      2000     2000      2000
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml                                                 0.869     0.871    0.872     0.874     0.875     0.877    0.881     0.883

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 11158 -HM
DIN 51524, part II (HLP)

TECHNICAL 
DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-HM - ISO 6743/4
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade           22              32        46                68
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml        0.873            0.875      0.876              0.878

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s            22              32        46                68
Viscosity index         145             145       145               145
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ            170              190        210                220
Pour point, °Ñ             -42             -36       -36               -34
Anti-corrosion properties                    Passes           Passes     Passes            Passes
Copper plate corrosion                       1b              1b        1b                 1b
Air-release capacity, min/ °Ñ            3/50             4/50       8/50               8/50

3
Water-release capacity, cm /min         40-40            40-40      40-37              40-37 
         -0/10               -0/15      -3/15              -3/15
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):   
- welding load (Ðw), N        1600             2000       2000              2000
- load wear index (LWI), N                        240                 280                  280                280

Lubrica MH-V high viscosity index hydraulic oils are an effective combination of selected base oils 
blended with  an additive package which improve their physical/chemical properties and performance 
characteristics. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
Good viscosity-temperature properties
Excellent low temperature pour point
Effective corrosion protection
Compatibility with other mineral oils and metals
High anti-wear and anti-seizure properties
High resistance to oxidation
High mechanical stability ensuring effective lubrication and long period of operation of the oil
Wide temperature range of application - from minus  30 °Ñ to  100 °Ñ
Storage stability

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MH-V hydraulic oils are used as working fluids in heavy duty hydrostatic oil systems, hydraulic 
systems and systems operating in wide temperature ranges and requiring low viscosity changes at 
temperature alterations.

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 11158 - HV
DIN 51524, part 3 (HVLP)

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/4 ISO-L-HV     

Lubrica MHP-40A

Lubrica MHP-40A is a lubricant designed for lubrication of hydrodynamic gears. Manufactured of high 
quality base oil components and a multifunctional additive package, ensuring the necessary friction 
properties for operation of hydrodynamic gears.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Very good low temperature properties, ensuring normal work at low temperatures
Very good anti-oxidation, anti-corrosion and anti-foaming properties
Very good anti-wear and anti-seizure properties

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MHP-40A is designed for lubrication of hydrodynamic gears in road constructing and lifting 
transport machines requiring oils of ATF-Dexron and Type A Suffix A grade. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
GENERAL MOTORS TYPE A, SUFFIX A/Dexron
ALLISON C-4

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-HA-40    
ISO 6743/4

                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 

Density at 20 °C, g/ml                  0.878
 2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °C, mm /s     40
Viscosity index      140
Flash point in open cup, COC, °C    200
Pour point, °C      -40
Copper plate corrosion        2
Foaming

3
- foaming tendency, cm                             20-30-20

3
- foam stability, cm      0-0-0
Anti-wear properties (4 ball machine):
- Anti-wear index, N     150
Anti-seizure properties (4 ball machine):
- Welding load (Pa), N     2000
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade           22              32        46                68
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml        0.873            0.875      0.876              0.878

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s            22              32        46                68
Viscosity index         145             145       145               145
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ            170              190        210                220
Pour point, °Ñ             -42             -36       -36               -34
Anti-corrosion properties                    Passes           Passes     Passes            Passes
Copper plate corrosion                       1b              1b        1b                 1b
Air-release capacity, min/ °Ñ            3/50             4/50       8/50               8/50

3
Water-release capacity, cm /min         40-40            40-40      40-37              40-37 
         -0/10               -0/15      -3/15              -3/15
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):   
- welding load (Ðw), N        1600             2000       2000              2000
- load wear index (LWI), N                        240                 280                  280                280

Lubrica MH-V high viscosity index hydraulic oils are an effective combination of selected base oils 
blended with  an additive package which improve their physical/chemical properties and performance 
characteristics. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
Good viscosity-temperature properties
Excellent low temperature pour point
Effective corrosion protection
Compatibility with other mineral oils and metals
High anti-wear and anti-seizure properties
High resistance to oxidation
High mechanical stability ensuring effective lubrication and long period of operation of the oil
Wide temperature range of application - from minus  30 °Ñ to  100 °Ñ
Storage stability

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MH-V hydraulic oils are used as working fluids in heavy duty hydrostatic oil systems, hydraulic 
systems and systems operating in wide temperature ranges and requiring low viscosity changes at 
temperature alterations.

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 11158 - HV
DIN 51524, part 3 (HVLP)

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/4 ISO-L-HV     

Lubrica MHP-40A

Lubrica MHP-40A is a lubricant designed for lubrication of hydrodynamic gears. Manufactured of high 
quality base oil components and a multifunctional additive package, ensuring the necessary friction 
properties for operation of hydrodynamic gears.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Very good low temperature properties, ensuring normal work at low temperatures
Very good anti-oxidation, anti-corrosion and anti-foaming properties
Very good anti-wear and anti-seizure properties

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MHP-40A is designed for lubrication of hydrodynamic gears in road constructing and lifting 
transport machines requiring oils of ATF-Dexron and Type A Suffix A grade. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
GENERAL MOTORS TYPE A, SUFFIX A/Dexron
ALLISON C-4

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-HA-40    
ISO 6743/4

                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 

Density at 20 °C, g/ml                  0.878
 2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °C, mm /s     40
Viscosity index      140
Flash point in open cup, COC, °C    200
Pour point, °C      -40
Copper plate corrosion        2
Foaming

3
- foaming tendency, cm                             20-30-20

3
- foam stability, cm      0-0-0
Anti-wear properties (4 ball machine):
- Anti-wear index, N     150
Anti-seizure properties (4 ball machine):
- Welding load (Pa), N     2000
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Lubrica MHP-30 is a lubricant designed for hydrodynamic gearboxes. Manufactured of high quality 
base oils and multifunctional additive package.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Very good low temperature properties
Very good anti-oxidizing, anti-corrosion and anti-foaming properties

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MHP-30 hydrodynamic oil is designed for lubrication of hydro transformers of diesel 
locomotives, as well as for hydraulic muffles connected with mechanical gears.                     

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/4 ISO-L-HÀ               

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s     5.5
Viscosity index      130
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    210
Pour point, °Ñ      -45
Copper plate corrosion      1â
Foaming 

3 
- foaming tendency, cm                            20-30-20

3 
- foam stability, cm      0-0-0
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N                       2000
- load wear index (LWI), N      350
Anti-wear properties (4-ball machine):
- anti-wear index (AWI), N                    200

          

Lubrica MVK-1

Lubrica MVK-1 compressor oils are mineral oils without additives. They are manufactured from deeply 
refined base oil stocks, ensuring good natural resistance to oxidation.

THE OILS ENSURE:
High resistance to oxidation
Minimal deposit formation
Thermal stability

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MVK-1 oils  are  designed  for  lubrication  of  piston  and  rotary  air  compressors  of  low  and 
medium capacity operating at outlet temperature of the compressed air of up 140 °Ñ and pressure up to 
1000 kPa, requiring oils with normal oxidation resistance and protective properties. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
BDS 9901-82, BDS 14471-82
DIN 51506 - VB

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/3A- ISO-L-DAÀ

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

ISO viscosity grade     46 68 100 150 220 320 460
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   46 68 100 150 220 320 460
Viscosity index     90 90 88 85 85 85 85
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ    210 220 230 240 250 260 270
Freezing point, °C     -15 -15 -10 -10 -10 -10 -8
Total acid number, mg KOH/g   0.020 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.045 0.050
Coke residue, %     0.08 0.10 0.13 0.23 0.30 0.40 0.70
Copper plate corrosion    1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.874 0.878 0.880 0.882 0.887 0.888 0.892

www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica MHP-30 is a lubricant designed for hydrodynamic gearboxes. Manufactured of high quality 
base oils and multifunctional additive package.

THE OIL ENSURES:
Very good low temperature properties
Very good anti-oxidizing, anti-corrosion and anti-foaming properties

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MHP-30 hydrodynamic oil is designed for lubrication of hydro transformers of diesel 
locomotives, as well as for hydraulic muffles connected with mechanical gears.                     

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/4 ISO-L-HÀ               

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s     5.5
Viscosity index      130
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    210
Pour point, °Ñ      -45
Copper plate corrosion      1â
Foaming 

3 
- foaming tendency, cm                            20-30-20

3 
- foam stability, cm      0-0-0
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N                       2000
- load wear index (LWI), N      350
Anti-wear properties (4-ball machine):
- anti-wear index (AWI), N                    200

          

Lubrica MVK-1

Lubrica MVK-1 compressor oils are mineral oils without additives. They are manufactured from deeply 
refined base oil stocks, ensuring good natural resistance to oxidation.

THE OILS ENSURE:
High resistance to oxidation
Minimal deposit formation
Thermal stability

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MVK-1 oils  are  designed  for  lubrication  of  piston  and  rotary  air  compressors  of  low  and 
medium capacity operating at outlet temperature of the compressed air of up 140 °Ñ and pressure up to 
1000 kPa, requiring oils with normal oxidation resistance and protective properties. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
BDS 9901-82, BDS 14471-82
DIN 51506 - VB

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/3A- ISO-L-DAÀ

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

ISO viscosity grade     46 68 100 150 220 320 460
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   46 68 100 150 220 320 460
Viscosity index     90 90 88 85 85 85 85
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ    210 220 230 240 250 260 270
Freezing point, °C     -15 -15 -10 -10 -10 -10 -8
Total acid number, mg KOH/g   0.020 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.045 0.050
Coke residue, %     0.08 0.10 0.13 0.23 0.30 0.40 0.70
Copper plate corrosion    1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.874 0.878 0.880 0.882 0.887 0.888 0.892

www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica RM are gear oils, designed for lubrication of heavy duty industrial gears requiring oils with 
higher ÅÐ (Extreme Pressure) properties.
They are manufactured from highly refined base oils and an additive package, improving the anti-
oxidation, anti-corrosion and anti-seizure properties. 
Available in the following viscosity grades - VG 68, 100, 150, 220, 320, 460.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Very good anti-wear and anti-seizure properties
Maximum protection against corrosion
Compatibility with ferrous and non-ferrous metals

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 12925-1
DIN 51517 - part 3

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO  6743/6  ISO-L-CKD
                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

ISO viscosity grade     68 100 150 220 320 460
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.883 0.886 0.889 0.892 0.890 0.892

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   68 100 150 220 320 460
Viscosity index     95 93 92 90 90 85
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ   220 230 240 250 260 270
Pour point, °Ñ     -22 -18 -18 -12 -12 -6
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):    
- load wear index (LWI), N    460 460 460 560 560 560
- welding load (Ðw), N    2500 2500 2500 3150 3150 3150

Lubrica ЕP 
SAE 90 / SAE 140 / SAE 80W-90 / SAE 85W-140  

Lubrica EP transmission oils are a colloidal system of effectively selected mineral base oils and a 
multifunctional additive package, improving the anti-seizure, anti-wear and anti-oxidation properties.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Reliable protection against corrosion and rust
Very good rheological properties at low temperatures
Good viscosity-temperature and anti-foaming properties
Compatibility with sealing materials
High resistance to oxidation and thermal degradation
Excellent anti-wear and anti-seizure properties, preventing gear wear and seizure as a result of the 
high specific loads - high speed/shock loads, high speed/low torque, low speed/ high torque

APPLICATION:
Lubrica EP transmission oils are designed for lubrication of hypoid and worm gears of gear drives of 
automotive vehicles and in industrial application, operating at severe loads and high  sliding velocities. 
The oils are suitable as for manual gear transmissions, so for rear drive axles (differentials) where it is 
recommended the use of  API GL-5 EP quality level gear oils.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/6
ISO-L-CKT  80W-90
                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade      80W90 85W140     90    140
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.892   0.894     0.898     0.897

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s    14.5   27.0     21     30.5
Dynamic viscosity at minus 26 °C, cÐ                 140 000 250 000     -     -
Viscosity index      110   98     95     90
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    200   210     210     220
Pour point, °Ñ      -30   -18     -20     -10
Copper plate corrosion     3a   3a     3a     3a
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- load wear index (LWI) , N     750   750    750     750
- welding load (Ðw), N     5000   5000    4000     4000

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J 306
API GL-5
MIL-L-2105 D

transmission oilstransmission oilstransmission oils
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gear oilsgear oilsgear oils Lubrica RM

Lubrica RM are gear oils, designed for lubrication of heavy duty industrial gears requiring oils with 
higher ÅÐ (Extreme Pressure) properties.
They are manufactured from highly refined base oils and an additive package, improving the anti-
oxidation, anti-corrosion and anti-seizure properties. 
Available in the following viscosity grades - VG 68, 100, 150, 220, 320, 460.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Very good anti-wear and anti-seizure properties
Maximum protection against corrosion
Compatibility with ferrous and non-ferrous metals

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 12925-1
DIN 51517 - part 3

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO  6743/6  ISO-L-CKD
                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

ISO viscosity grade     68 100 150 220 320 460
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.883 0.886 0.889 0.892 0.890 0.892

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   68 100 150 220 320 460
Viscosity index     95 93 92 90 90 85
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ   220 230 240 250 260 270
Pour point, °Ñ     -22 -18 -18 -12 -12 -6
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):    
- load wear index (LWI), N    460 460 460 560 560 560
- welding load (Ðw), N    2500 2500 2500 3150 3150 3150

Lubrica ЕP 
SAE 90 / SAE 140 / SAE 80W-90 / SAE 85W-140  

Lubrica EP transmission oils are a colloidal system of effectively selected mineral base oils and a 
multifunctional additive package, improving the anti-seizure, anti-wear and anti-oxidation properties.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Reliable protection against corrosion and rust
Very good rheological properties at low temperatures
Good viscosity-temperature and anti-foaming properties
Compatibility with sealing materials
High resistance to oxidation and thermal degradation
Excellent anti-wear and anti-seizure properties, preventing gear wear and seizure as a result of the 
high specific loads - high speed/shock loads, high speed/low torque, low speed/ high torque

APPLICATION:
Lubrica EP transmission oils are designed for lubrication of hypoid and worm gears of gear drives of 
automotive vehicles and in industrial application, operating at severe loads and high  sliding velocities. 
The oils are suitable as for manual gear transmissions, so for rear drive axles (differentials) where it is 
recommended the use of  API GL-5 EP quality level gear oils.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/6
ISO-L-CKT  80W-90
                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade      80W90 85W140     90    140
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.892   0.894     0.898     0.897

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s    14.5   27.0     21     30.5
Dynamic viscosity at minus 26 °C, cÐ                 140 000 250 000     -     -
Viscosity index      110   98     95     90
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    200   210     210     220
Pour point, °Ñ      -30   -18     -20     -10
Copper plate corrosion     3a   3a     3a     3a
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- load wear index (LWI) , N     750   750    750     750
- welding load (Ðw), N     5000   5000    4000     4000

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J 306
API GL-5
MIL-L-2105 D

transmission oilstransmission oilstransmission oils
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Lubrica T transmission oils are manufactured of specially selected base oils and additives ensuring 
good anti-oxidation and anti-wear properties.

THE OILS ENSURE:
Reliable protection against corrosion and rust
High anti-foaming properties
Very good compatibility with all sealing materials
Excellent protection against wear and seizure

APPLICATION:
Lubrica T transmission oils are designed for lubrication of spiral bevel final drives and worm gear 
drives, operating at moderate loads and sliding velocities. They can be used also in manual 
transmissions of some trucks.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE J 306 
API GL-2

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
TM-2/90, TM-2/140 BDS 14368-82
                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
SAE viscosity grade      90 140

2
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s   20.5 29.5
Viscosity index     95 90
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ    230 250
Copper plate corrosion, bal    2 2
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- Welding  load (FZG pass stage), N   450 450
- Load wear index (LWI)    2500 2500
Pour point, °Ñ     -15 -10
Relative density at 20 °Ñ    0.880 0.890

Lubrica АTF IID

Lubrica ATF II D oils are manufactured of high quality base oil components and an additive package,  
ensuring high viscosity index and very good oxidation resistance.

ADVANTAGES:
Excellent low temperature  properties, ensuring easy gear shifting
Reliable protection against wear and corrosion of automatic transmissions
Excellent anti-foaming properties
Very good compatibility with sealing materials
Excellent thermal and oxidation resistance, ensuring protection against sediments and residue 
formation during long period of operation
Low vapor generation at high temperatures

APPLICATION:
Lubrica ATF II D oils are designed for lubrication of automatic transmissions of passenger cars and 
commercial vehicles as well as industrial and mobile hydraulic systems requiring General Motors 
Dexron II D type oils.

SPECIFICATIONS:
GM Dexron II D
                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °Ñ, mm /s   7.5
Viscosity index     170
Dynamic viscosity at minus 40 °Ñ, Ñð   43000
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ    212
Pour point, °Ñ     minus 40
Copper plate corrosion    1b
Density at °Ñ, g/ml     0.8602

www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica Tp Lubrica Tv

SPECIFICATIONS:
ISO 8068, Type AR
DIN 51524/part 1
DIN 51515
DIN 51512 - 
L-TD 32,  L- TD 46,  L- TD 68  

Lubrica Tp turbine oils are manufactured of high quality base oils and a combination of additives 
ensuring the required performance characteristics. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
Anti-corrosion and anti-wear properties
High oxidation resistance
Excellent emulsifying and foaming resistance

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Tp turbine oils are designed for lubrication of bearings, ancillary mechanisms and regulating 
systems of low- and medium-capacity water, steam and gas turbines, turbo-compressors and ship 
steam turbines. 

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO - L-TSA-ISO 6743/5
ISO - L-TGA-ISO 6743/5

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade                       32           46                68
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml                     0.873         0.875           0.877

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s        32           46                68
Viscosity index                       100          100                95
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ                       210          225               220
Pour point, °Ñ                         -12           -9                -9
TBN, mg KOH/g                         0.02         0.02               0.02
Air-release capacity, min/°Ñ                        3/50         5/50              8/50
Copper plate corrosion                        1a           1a                 1a
Water-release capacity, s                            90         100                150
Foaming:  

3
- foaming tendency, ñm                                                                                    20-10-20

3
- foam stability, ñm                                                                                                 0-0-0
Anti-corrosion properties in the presence of distilled water            Passes        Passes         Passes
Resistance to oxidation:
- Time for reaching TAN - 2 mg KOH/g, h                              above 2000   above 2000   above 2000

Lubrica Tv highly compounded turbine oils are manufactured from selected deeply refined base oil 
components compounded with specially selected additive combination ensuring exceptional anti-
oxidation stability. 

THE OILS ENSURE:
Good anti-corrosion and anti-wear properties
High stability to oxidation
Enhanced effectiveness of work due to the excellent air and water release

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Tv turbine oils are designed for lubrication and cooling of heavy duty water, steam and gas 
turbines.

SPECIFICATION:
ISO 8068

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-TGB
ISO 6743/5                          

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade                  32    46         68
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml                 0.873    0.875         0.877

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s                            32    46         68
Viscosity index                  98    95         95
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ                            190    200         210
Pour point, °Ñ                              -15             -12              -12
Air-release capacity, min/°Ñ                             4/50    5/50         8/50
Copper plate corrosion                 1b    1b         1b
Water-release capacity, s                              80    100         110
Oxidation resistance   
- time to reaching total TAN of 2 mg KOH/g, h                          3000    3000         3000

35turbine oilsturbine oilsturbine oils
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Grade II A transformer oil is manufactured of highly refined petroleum fractions of paraffinic-
naphthenic petroleum types formulated with an anti-oxidizing additive. The transformer oil meets the 
requirements of Grade II A according to BDS IEC 60296 + A1.

THE OIL ENSURES:
High oxidation resistance
Excellent dielectric properties
Excellent cooling properties

APPLICATION:
Grade II A transformer oil is used as insulating and cooling medium in transformers, oil-filled circuit 
breakers, rheostats and other electrical equipment.  

SPECIFICATIONS:
EN 60296:2006, grade II A (inhibited)
IEC 60296:2003, grade II A                                

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Kinematic viscosity 

2
- at 40 °C, mm /s      10.5

2
- at -30 °C, mm /s      1300
Pour point, °Ñ      -45
Flash point in closed cup, °Ñ     140
Total acid number, mg KOH/g    0.01
Copper plate corrosion                   Passes
Induction period, h       170
Breakdown voltage of treated oil, kV    50
Dielectric Dissipation Factor (tan Delta) at 90 °C   1.10-3

Transformer oil - technological

Transformer oil for in-process applications.

APPLICATION:
Manufactured of highly refined petroleum fractions of paraffinic-nafthenic petroleum types. 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Kinematic viscosity 

2
- at 40 °C, mm /s      10.5

2
- at -30 °C , mm /s      1300
Pour point, °Ñ      -45
Flash point in closed cup, °Ñ     140
Total acid number, mg KOH/g    0.01
Copper plate corrosion                 Passes

transformer oilstransformer oilstransformer oils
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Lubrica MTL heat-transfer oils are mineral oil based and are manufactured of highly refined base oil 
components blended with the corresponding additives guaranteeing the high requirements for thermal 
stability, anti-oxidation, anti-corrosion and anti-foaming properties.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MTL oils are used as heat transfer agents in closed heating-cooling systems with forced 
circulation and indirect heating, in chemical industry, heat carriers in heating appliances, etc.

Recommended for use up to 300 °C.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-QC     
ISO 6743/12

                                                  

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade     32 46
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.872 0.876
Viscosity index     90 95
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ    215 225
Flash point in closed cup, °Ñ    195 205
Freezing point, °Ñ     -10 -10
Coke residue, %     0.02 0.03
Total acid number, mg KOH/g   0.01 0.01

Lubrica MTLheat-transfer oilsheat-transfer oilsheat-transfer oils Lubrica MNM

Lubrica MNM oils for slide-ways of metal cutting machines are manufactured from refined base oils 
and an additive package which improve their anti-wear, adhesion and protective properties. The 
special 'stick-slip' additive ensures a stable oil film preventing non-uniform slipping ('stick-slip' effect) 
during operation. 

ADVANTAGES:
Ensure uniform movement of slide-ways carriage at high loads and low speed
Ensure precision and cleanness of the processed part
Protection against corrosion and wear of the slide ways
Compatibility with all materials
Ensure reliable operation of the metal cutting machines

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MNM oils for slide ways of metal cutting machines are used for lubrication and protection from 
corrosion of medium and heavy duty horizontal and vertical slide ways of high precision metal cutting 
machines. 

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-G 32, 68, 100 and 220 - ISO 6743/13

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade     32 68 100 220
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ    32 68 100 220
Viscosity index     95 93 92 90
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ   190 205 220 240
Pour point, °Ñ     -18 -15 -12 -9
Copper plate corrosion, bale     1 1 1 1
Anti-wear properties (4-ball machine):  
- anti-wear index (AWI), N    220 220 220 220
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.873 0.881 0.885 0.890

slide- ways oilsslide- ways oilsslide- ways oils
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Lubrica Protectol P1

The conservative oil is manufactured of refined base oil and  multifunctional additive package ensuring 
anti-corrosion and adhesive properties.
The main function of Lubrica Protectol P1 is to ensure corrosion protection of internal and external steel 
surfaces and components during storage in inside premises. 

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/8
ISO - L- RDD

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    32
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ     200
Pour point, °Ñ      -10

2 
Protection capacity against �salt mist�, 120 h, g/m    5
Anti-corrosion properties:
- steel St 45      Passes
- cast iron      Passes

Lubrica Ñ-12, Ñ-20 and Ñ-32  oil-based metal working fluids  are manufactured of refined mineral oils 
blended with specially selected multifunctional additive package. 

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Ñ-12 -  for lubrication and cooling of medium duty cutting tools

Lubrica Ñ-20 - for lubrication and cooling of heavy duty cutting tools

Lubrica Ñ-32 - for lubrication and cooling of abrasive tools for high-speed grinding of hard steels and of 
heavy duty cutting tools operating at high cutting zone temperatures

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO-L-MHD - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ma-1 - BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
          C-12            C-20    C-32

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s              17              35      50
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml        0.869            0.875    0.881
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ             180             190     200
Pour point, °Ñ                    -15              -12     -12
Steel corrosion                        Passes           Passes           Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N        2500            2500    2500

Lubrica С
oil-based oil-based 

metal working fluidsmetal working fluids
oil-based 

metal working fluidskonserva�ve oilskonserva�ve oilskonserva�ve oils
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Lubrica Frezol - metal working fluid  is manufactured on the base of  refined low-viscosity base oil and 
a combination of additives improving its lubricating, anti-wear and anti-seizure properties. 
It is produced in the following viscosity grades: VG 10, 15, 22 and 32.

APPLICATION:
Oil-based metal working fluid designed for lubrication and cooling of cutting tools for non-ferrous 
metals and their alloys processing by cutting, turning, milling, grinding and other machining 
operations. 
Lubrica Frezol is particularly suitable for lubricating and cooling of cutting tools for processing of 
aluminum and aluminum alloys on automated mills.

IT ENSURES:
- smooth surfaces of the processed parts
- extend the term for operation of the metal cutting tools

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MHB - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ì-1 - BDS 14740-82 and BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Lubrica Frezol Lubrica MPD 

Lubrica MPD 46 and Lubrica MPD 120  oil-based metal working fluids  for processing of ferrous metals 
by plastic deformation and cutting are manufactured of refined base oil fractions and an additive 
package improving the lubricating, anti-wear, anti-seizure and anti-corrosion properties.

THEY ENSURE:
Reducing the pressing force
Good finishing of metals
Improved wear resistance of cutting tools
Temporary corrosion protection of finished items

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MPD oil-based metal working fluids are designed for application during combined processing 
of ferrous metals via plastic deformation and cutting for manufacture of fittings (bolts, nuts, etc.) on 
multi-position automated presses. 

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MHF-  ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Í-Ì/Ì3à - 1 -BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s       46        120
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml      0.883        0.892
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ       180        205
Copper plate corrosion      4c        4c
Steel corrosion         Passes        Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):  
- welding load (Ðw), N      5000        6200

www.lubrica.com

2
Kinematic viscosity at  40 °Ñ, mm /s   10   15     22        32
Flash point in closed cup, °Ñ                 130    -      -         -
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ     -  150    170      190
Pour  point, °Ñ                    -12
Steel corrosion, St45            Passes
Aluminum corrosion         Passes
TBN, mgKOH/g                     9,0
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N          2500

oil-based oil-based 
metal working fluidsmetal working fluids

oil-based 
metal working fluids

oil-based oil-based 
metal working fluidsmetal working fluids

oil-based 
metal working fluids
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metals and their alloys processing by cutting, turning, milling, grinding and other machining 
operations. 
Lubrica Frezol is particularly suitable for lubricating and cooling of cutting tools for processing of 
aluminum and aluminum alloys on automated mills.

IT ENSURES:
- smooth surfaces of the processed parts
- extend the term for operation of the metal cutting tools

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MHB - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ì-1 - BDS 14740-82 and BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Lubrica Frezol Lubrica MPD 

Lubrica MPD 46 and Lubrica MPD 120  oil-based metal working fluids  for processing of ferrous metals 
by plastic deformation and cutting are manufactured of refined base oil fractions and an additive 
package improving the lubricating, anti-wear, anti-seizure and anti-corrosion properties.

THEY ENSURE:
Reducing the pressing force
Good finishing of metals
Improved wear resistance of cutting tools
Temporary corrosion protection of finished items

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MPD oil-based metal working fluids are designed for application during combined processing 
of ferrous metals via plastic deformation and cutting for manufacture of fittings (bolts, nuts, etc.) on 
multi-position automated presses. 

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MHF-  ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Í-Ì/Ì3à - 1 -BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s       46        120
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml      0.883        0.892
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ       180        205
Copper plate corrosion      4c        4c
Steel corrosion         Passes        Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):  
- welding load (Ðw), N      5000        6200

www.lubrica.com

2
Kinematic viscosity at  40 °Ñ, mm /s   10   15     22        32
Flash point in closed cup, °Ñ                 130    -      -         -
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ     -  150    170      190
Pour  point, °Ñ                    -12
Steel corrosion, St45            Passes
Aluminum corrosion         Passes
TBN, mgKOH/g                     9,0
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N          2500

oil-based oil-based 
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oil-based oil-based 
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metal working fluids
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Manufactured of refined base oil blended with an additive package improving anti-wear, anti-seizure, 
lubricating and anti-corrosion properties. 

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Rezinol DP 21 oil-based metal working fluid is designed for lubrication and cooling of cutting  
tools for deep drilling of metals and alloys. 

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MHF -  ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ìà-2 - BDS 14745-82    

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    13
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.877
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    145
Copper plate corrosion, bale      4
Steel corrosion, St 45     Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N     4000

www.lubrica.com

Lubrica MZ

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade     22        32
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.869        0.872

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   22        32
Viscosity index     95        95
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ    180        190
Pour  point, °Ñ     -15        -12

Lubrica MZ quenching oils are manufactured of refined mineral base oils and  additives  ensuring 
enhanced cooling capacity and high thermal oxidation resistance. 
Available in viscosity grades - ISO VG 22 and ISO VG 32.

BENEFITS:
Guarantee stable cooling regime and optimum hardness of the quenched part
Improved appearance characteristics (colour and luster) of the metal after thermal processing
Extended life of the oils

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MZ quenching oils are used as highly effective cooling medium in the process of carbon and 
alloy steel quenching at operating temperatures not exceeding 100 °Ñ.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/12 - ISO - L - QA - 22, 32
ÑÎÒ/Ò-Ì/Ì - BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82
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Manufactured of refined base oil blended with an additive package improving anti-wear, anti-seizure, 
lubricating and anti-corrosion properties. 

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Rezinol DP 21 oil-based metal working fluid is designed for lubrication and cooling of cutting  
tools for deep drilling of metals and alloys. 

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MHF -  ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ìà-2 - BDS 14745-82    

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2
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Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.877
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Copper plate corrosion, bale      4
Steel corrosion, St 45     Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
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Lubrica MZ

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ISO viscosity grade     22        32
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.869        0.872

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   22        32
Viscosity index     95        95
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ    180        190
Pour  point, °Ñ     -15        -12

Lubrica MZ quenching oils are manufactured of refined mineral base oils and  additives  ensuring 
enhanced cooling capacity and high thermal oxidation resistance. 
Available in viscosity grades - ISO VG 22 and ISO VG 32.

BENEFITS:
Guarantee stable cooling regime and optimum hardness of the quenched part
Improved appearance characteristics (colour and luster) of the metal after thermal processing
Extended life of the oils

APPLICATION:
Lubrica MZ quenching oils are used as highly effective cooling medium in the process of carbon and 
alloy steel quenching at operating temperatures not exceeding 100 °Ñ.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO 6743/12 - ISO - L - QA - 22, 32
ÑÎÒ/Ò-Ì/Ì - BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82
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Lubrica Honol oil-based metal working fluid is manufactured of refined low-viscosity base oil and an 
additive package improving its lubricating, anti-wear, anti-seizure, anti-corrosion and washing 
properties. 

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Honol oil-based metal working fluid is designed for lubrication and cooling of cutting tools 
during honing and fine-finishing of bronze and cast iron items.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO-L-MHB - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ì-2 - BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    10
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    135
Pour point, °Ñ      -12
Cast iron corrosion       Passes
Steel corrosion      Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N     2000
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.859

Lubrica Honol Lubrica Rezinol 31 АО

Lubrica Rezinol 31 AO is oil-based metal working fluid and is used without premixing with water.
Manufactured of refined base oil blended with additives improving the anti-wear, anti-seizure, 
lubricating and anti-corrosion properties.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Rezinol 31 ÀÎ  oil-based metal working fluid for cutting is designed for lubrication and cooling 
of cutting tools during severe machining of alloyed, stainless and heat-resistant steels and alloys on 
automated  laths.

BENEFITS:
Reduces the level of wear of the cutting tool
Reduces the cutting force
Improves the precision of the processing
Protection against corrosion of the parts and metal cutting tools
Improves the sanitary- hygienic working conditions

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO-L-MHD - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ìà-3 - BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    25
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.877
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    175
Copper plate corrosion, bale     4
Steel corrosion,  St45 plate     Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N     6200
- load wear index (LWI), N     820
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Lubrica Honol oil-based metal working fluid is manufactured of refined low-viscosity base oil and an 
additive package improving its lubricating, anti-wear, anti-seizure, anti-corrosion and washing 
properties. 

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Honol oil-based metal working fluid is designed for lubrication and cooling of cutting tools 
during honing and fine-finishing of bronze and cast iron items.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO-L-MHB - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ì-2 - BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    10
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    135
Pour point, °Ñ      -12
Cast iron corrosion       Passes
Steel corrosion      Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N     2000
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.859

Lubrica Honol Lubrica Rezinol 31 АО

Lubrica Rezinol 31 AO is oil-based metal working fluid and is used without premixing with water.
Manufactured of refined base oil blended with additives improving the anti-wear, anti-seizure, 
lubricating and anti-corrosion properties.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Rezinol 31 ÀÎ  oil-based metal working fluid for cutting is designed for lubrication and cooling 
of cutting tools during severe machining of alloyed, stainless and heat-resistant steels and alloys on 
automated  laths.

BENEFITS:
Reduces the level of wear of the cutting tool
Reduces the cutting force
Improves the precision of the processing
Protection against corrosion of the parts and metal cutting tools
Improves the sanitary- hygienic working conditions

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO-L-MHD - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Ìà-3 - BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    25
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.877
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ    175
Copper plate corrosion, bale     4
Steel corrosion,  St45 plate     Passes
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N     6200
- load wear index (LWI), N     820
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Lubrica MHE-40 fire-resistant hydraulic fluid is manufactured of refined base oil and a multifunctional 
additive package. 

IT ENSURES:
Normal operation of the hydraulic equipment in working medium with temperature not higher than 65-

  o
70 C and working pressure not higher than 160 atmospheres
Reduced wear and corrosion protection of hydraulic systems

APPLICATION:
LUBRICA MHE-40 fire-resistant hydraulic fluid is used in the form of 5% water emulsion in hydraulic 
systems operating in fire-hazard conditions and requiring HFAE-type emulsions according to ISO 
6743/4.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-HFAE - BDS ISO 6743/4

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS::
REQUIREMENTS FOR  THE CONCENTRATE:
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.873

2
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   40
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ     170
Pour point, °Ñ      Minus 10
Anti-seizure properties (4-ball machine): 
- welding load (Ðw), N    2000

REQUIREMENTS FOR 5% WATER EMULSION:
Stability, %, not less than    85
ðH index      9.0
Anti-corrosion properties:
- steel      Passes
- cast iron     Passes
Foaming:
- foaming tendency, mm     10
- foam stability, mm      0

emulsion type emulsion type 
metal working fluidsmetal working fluids

emulsion type 
metal working fluids Lubrica Emulsol 12 N

Lubrica Emulsol 12 N emulsion type metal working fluid is a concentrate, manufactured of refined 
mineral oil, emulsifiers, corrosion inhibitors and additives with anti-wear, anti-seizure and bactericide 
action.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Emulsol 12 N emulsion type metalworking fluid  for metal processing by cutting is designed for 
preparation of 5 to 10 % milky-white water emulsions used for various machining operations on 
ferrous metals (under certain conditions it may also be used for non-ferrous metals): cutting, turning, 
milling, grinding, extension, and notching at low and medium speeds. 

BENEFITS:
Good anti-corrosion properties
Long life at work
Wide performance range (milling, turning, honing and tooth-cutting)
Clear and smooth surface of the processed metal articles

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MAB - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Å-2 - BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82   

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS::

Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.880 
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    40.0 
Stability of 5% water emulsion, %    Passes
pH of 5% water emulsion     9
Anti-corrosion properties: 
- steel       Passes
- cast iron      Passes
- copper       Passes
Anti-seizure properties of 10 % water emulsion (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N     1600

www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica MHE-40 fire-resistant hydraulic fluid is manufactured of refined base oil and a multifunctional 
additive package. 

IT ENSURES:
Normal operation of the hydraulic equipment in working medium with temperature not higher than 65-

  o
70 C and working pressure not higher than 160 atmospheres
Reduced wear and corrosion protection of hydraulic systems

APPLICATION:
LUBRICA MHE-40 fire-resistant hydraulic fluid is used in the form of 5% water emulsion in hydraulic 
systems operating in fire-hazard conditions and requiring HFAE-type emulsions according to ISO 
6743/4.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-HFAE - BDS ISO 6743/4
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2
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- welding load (Ðw), N    2000

REQUIREMENTS FOR 5% WATER EMULSION:
Stability, %, not less than    85
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- steel      Passes
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Foaming:
- foaming tendency, mm     10
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Lubrica Emulsol 12 N emulsion type metal working fluid is a concentrate, manufactured of refined 
mineral oil, emulsifiers, corrosion inhibitors and additives with anti-wear, anti-seizure and bactericide 
action.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica Emulsol 12 N emulsion type metalworking fluid  for metal processing by cutting is designed for 
preparation of 5 to 10 % milky-white water emulsions used for various machining operations on 
ferrous metals (under certain conditions it may also be used for non-ferrous metals): cutting, turning, 
milling, grinding, extension, and notching at low and medium speeds. 

BENEFITS:
Good anti-corrosion properties
Long life at work
Wide performance range (milling, turning, honing and tooth-cutting)
Clear and smooth surface of the processed metal articles

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MAB - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Å-2 - BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82   

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS::

Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml     0.880 
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    40.0 
Stability of 5% water emulsion, %    Passes
pH of 5% water emulsion     9
Anti-corrosion properties: 
- steel       Passes
- cast iron      Passes
- copper       Passes
Anti-seizure properties of 10 % water emulsion (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N     1600
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Lubrica Emulsol PS emulsion type metal working fluid is a semi-synthetic concentrate producing 
durable and stable translucent emulsion when mixed with water. 

THE FLUID  ENSURES:
High stability of ready emulsions and minimum foaming
Very efficient cooling in the cutting area and extended tool life
Long-term corrosion protection
High microbiological resistance

APPLICATION:
It is used as 2.5 - 5% water emulsions during various metal machining - cutting, grinding, turning and 
perforation of ferrous and non-ferrous metals at low and medium regimes of operation.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:
ISO-L-MAB - ISO 6743/7
ÑÎÒ/Ð-Ì/Å-1 - BDS 14740-82  and  BDS 14745-82

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONCENTRATE:
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml        0.956

2
Kinematic viscosity at 20 °Ñ, mm /s          210
Stability at low temperatures and in storage      Passes
Pour point, °Ñ               Minus 5

REQUIREMENTS FOR 5% WATER EMULSION:
Stability             Passes
pÍ value          9.0
Anti-corrosion properties:
- steel           Passes
- cast iron          Passes
- copper plate          Passes
Anti-seizure properties of 10% water emulsion (4-ball machine):
- welding load (Ðw), N        1600

Lubrica Emulsol PS 51

www.lubrica.com

special oilsspecial oilsspecial oilsLubrica КМ

Lubrica KM - 8, 12, 22 oils for lubrication of shuttering moulds are manufactured of refined mineral oils 
and a package of emulsifying and stabilizing additives. The oils ensure stable separating layer between 
the horizontal and vertical metal, plastic and wooden shuttering moulds.  

ADVANTAGES:
Free of chemically and physiologically deleterious substances and do not cause corrosion on the metal 
shuttering  moulds
Easy  stripping  and  preserving  the  mould  of  the  product
Leave  shuttering  moulds  and  components  stain-free

APPLICATION:
Lubrica KM shuttering oils are used for lubrication of shuttering moulds during manufacture of 
concrete, reinforced concrete and aerated concrete components and items. In the wooden moulds the 
shuttering oil is used as impregnator of the wood and with metal forms - for rust protection.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Kinematic viscosity at 50 °Ñ    8        12                22
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml    0.860        0.865 0.869
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ   160        170                200
Pour point, °Ñ     -12        -12                -5
Steel corrosion     Passes        Passes            Passes
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Lubrica Emulsol PS emulsion type metal working fluid is a semi-synthetic concentrate producing 
durable and stable translucent emulsion when mixed with water. 

THE FLUID  ENSURES:
High stability of ready emulsions and minimum foaming
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Long-term corrosion protection
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Lubrica KM - 8, 12, 22 oils for lubrication of shuttering moulds are manufactured of refined mineral oils 
and a package of emulsifying and stabilizing additives. The oils ensure stable separating layer between 
the horizontal and vertical metal, plastic and wooden shuttering moulds.  

ADVANTAGES:
Free of chemically and physiologically deleterious substances and do not cause corrosion on the metal 
shuttering  moulds
Easy  stripping  and  preserving  the  mould  of  the  product
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APPLICATION:
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Lubrica Chain Saw Oil

The chain saw oil is manufactured of refined base oils and an additive package improving its 
lubricating, anti-wear, adhesive and protective properties. The oil prevents non-uniform slipping. 

APPLICATION:
Lubrica chain saw oil is designed for lubrication and corrosion protection of the chains of cutting saws. 

     

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s    100
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ     230
Pour point, °Ñ                               Minus 10
Acid number, mg KOH/g     0.01
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml                                                                      0.878          

Lubrica - Oil For Precision Mechanisms

Manufactured of highly refined base oil fractions and an additive package improving its lubricating, 
anti-oxidizing and anti-corrosion properties. 

APPLICATION:
The oil for precision mechanisms is designed for lubrication of high-speed, low-load precision units 
and measuring and control devices. 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ        10
Flash point in open cup, COC, °Ñ      140
Pour point, °Ñ        -20
Acid number, mg KOH/g       0.01
Steel corrosion        Passes
Density at 20 °Ñ, g/ml      0.860

special oilsspecial oilsspecial oilsspecial oilsspecial oilsspecial oils
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54 Lubrica TMPS 

Lubrica technological oil for resilient greases is manufactured by compounding of base oil stocks 
produced by deep vacuum distillation of low-paraffinic  and low-sulphure  naphthenic  type crude oil.

APPLICATION:
The technological oil for resilient greases is used as an oil base or a component for production of 
resilient greases.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
2

Kinematic viscosity at 40 °Ñ, mm /s   30 50 80 100 130
Viscosity index     50 50 50 50 50
Flash point in open cup, °Ñ    160 180 200 210 220
Pour point, °Ñ     -20 -20 -15 -15 -15
Aniline point, °Ñ     75 75 80 80 80

20
Refractive Index, nD     1.500 1.500 1.510 1.510 1.510

GREASESGREASESGREASES

www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica technological oil for resilient greases is manufactured by compounding of base oil stocks 
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Lubrica Calcium Greases

57Lubrica K/G Graphite Grease 

Lubrica K/G calcium graphite grease is manufactured of  mineral base oils thickened with calcium 
soaps of natural fats containing 8-10% finely dispersed graphite. 

THE GREASE ENSURES:
The necessary lubrication at high pressures
Suitable for use in high humidity conditions
Reduces friction wear

APPLICATION:
Lubrica graphite grease is designed for lubrication of heavy duty mechanisms, like open drives, 
threaded joints, chain drives, rolling mills, supporting spring screws, railway points and other units 
operating at temperatures between -20 °Ñ and 60 °Ñ  in wet and contaminated environment.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO 6743/9-ISO-L-XBAHA-2

Lubrica Lithium EP Mul�purpose Greases

The lithium EP multipurpose greases are manufactured of mineral base oils thickened  with lithium 
soaps of high fatty acids and formulated with EP additives.

THE GREASES ENSURE:
Corrosion and oxidation protection; very good water resistance
Reduced wear of the friction parts in the conditions of high pressure, impact loads and vibrations
Very good anti-seizure and anti-wear properties

APPLICATION:
Designed for lubrication of bearings, mechanisms and other friction units operating at high pressure 
and temperatures between -30 °Ñ and 130 °Ñ. 

Lubrica calcium greases are manufactured of mineral base oils thickened with calcium soaps of 
natural fats or fatty acids. They possess high resistance to water and good protection against corrosion 
and wear.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica K resilient antifriction greases are designed for general lubrication of hinge joints, rolling 
bearings, mechanisms and other friction components operating at low pressures and temperatures 
between -20 ° C and 60 °C.
Used in transport, industry and agriculture for low- and medium-speed machines and mechanisms. 
Their high water resistance makes them applicable for work in humid and water medium.
Available in four penetration grades. 

greasesgreasesgreasesgreasesgreasesgreases

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO 6743/9-ISO-L-ÕÂÀÅÀ -1(2/3/4) 
NLGI - 1, 2, 3, 4
BDS 1415 - 84; K-1, K-2, K-3, K-4

Lubrica lithium greases - universal, anti-friction, water-resistant resilient grease based on mineral 
base oils thickened with lithium soaps of high fatty acids. 

THE GREASES ENSURE:
Corrosion and oxidation protection
Good water resistance
Reduced wear of friction parts in the conditions of impact loads and vibrations

APPLICATION:
Designed for lubrication of bearings, mechanisms and other friction units operating at medium 
pressure and temperatures between -30 °Ñ and 130 °Ñ. Main application scope: transport, industry 
and agriculture for low-, medium- and high-speed machines and mechanisms. 

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION:  
ISO 6743/9 - ISO - L -XCCHA-1(2/3)
NLGI - 1, 2, 3
BDS 13526-83, LITOL/L 1(2/3)
       

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO 6743/9-ISO-L-XCCHB- 1(2/3)
NLGI - 1,2,3,4
BDS 13526-83, LITOL/1(2/3) EP

* The above given data * The above given data 
is typical for the products and is not technical conditions. is typical for the products and is not technical conditions. 

The information is informative and can be changed.The information is informative and can be changed.
  www.lubrica.com  www.lubrica.com

* The above given data 
is typical for the products and is not technical conditions. 

The information is informative and can be changed.
  www.lubrica.com
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Lubrica K/G calcium graphite grease is manufactured of  mineral base oils thickened with calcium 
soaps of natural fats containing 8-10% finely dispersed graphite. 

THE GREASE ENSURES:
The necessary lubrication at high pressures
Suitable for use in high humidity conditions
Reduces friction wear

APPLICATION:
Lubrica graphite grease is designed for lubrication of heavy duty mechanisms, like open drives, 
threaded joints, chain drives, rolling mills, supporting spring screws, railway points and other units 
operating at temperatures between -20 °Ñ and 60 °Ñ  in wet and contaminated environment.

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO 6743/9-ISO-L-XBAHA-2

Lubrica Lithium EP Mul�purpose Greases

The lithium EP multipurpose greases are manufactured of mineral base oils thickened  with lithium 
soaps of high fatty acids and formulated with EP additives.

THE GREASES ENSURE:
Corrosion and oxidation protection; very good water resistance
Reduced wear of the friction parts in the conditions of high pressure, impact loads and vibrations
Very good anti-seizure and anti-wear properties

APPLICATION:
Designed for lubrication of bearings, mechanisms and other friction units operating at high pressure 
and temperatures between -30 °Ñ and 130 °Ñ. 

Lubrica calcium greases are manufactured of mineral base oils thickened with calcium soaps of 
natural fats or fatty acids. They possess high resistance to water and good protection against corrosion 
and wear.

APPLICATION:
Lubrica K resilient antifriction greases are designed for general lubrication of hinge joints, rolling 
bearings, mechanisms and other friction components operating at low pressures and temperatures 
between -20 ° C and 60 °C.
Used in transport, industry and agriculture for low- and medium-speed machines and mechanisms. 
Their high water resistance makes them applicable for work in humid and water medium.
Available in four penetration grades. 
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NLGI - 1, 2, 3
BDS 13526-83, LITOL/L 1(2/3)
       

TECHNICAL DESIGNATION: 
ISO 6743/9-ISO-L-XCCHB- 1(2/3)
NLGI - 1,2,3,4
BDS 13526-83, LITOL/1(2/3) EP

* The above given data * The above given data 
is typical for the products and is not technical conditions. is typical for the products and is not technical conditions. 

The information is informative and can be changed.The information is informative and can be changed.
  www.lubrica.com  www.lubrica.com

* The above given data 
is typical for the products and is not technical conditions. 

The information is informative and can be changed.
  www.lubrica.com
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Table 1-2

Lubrica EP

Lubrica T SAE 90/SAE 140  

Lubrica ATF II D

Lubrica Tp

Lubrica Tv

Transformer oil grade II A

Transformer Oil - technological

Lubrica MTL

Lubrica MNM

Conservative oil

Lubrica Protectol R1

Oil based Metal Working Fluids

Lubrica C

Lubrica Frezol

Lubrica MPD

Lubrica MZ

Lubrica Rezinol DP 21

Lubrica Rezinol 31 AO

Lubrica Honol

Emulssion Type Metal Working Fluids

Lubrica MHE 40

Lubrica Emulsol 12 N

Lubrica Emulsol 12 PS 

Special Oils

Lubrica KM

Lubrica - Chain saw oil

Oil for precise mechanisms

Lubrica TMPS

210 L20 L4 L1 L0,450 L 60 L

Table 1-1

MOTOR OILS

Lubrica MD

Lubrica ME

Lubrica MT16p

Lubrica Super

Lubrica Super Gas

Lubrica Super Gasoline

Lubrica Turbo Diesel

Lubrica 100 Plus

Lubrica Super Plus 

Lubrica Extra (SHPD)

Lubrica ULTRA

Lubrica STOU

Lubrica UTTO

Automobile Fluids

Lubrica Antifreeze Concentrate

Lubrica Antifreeze

Lubrica DOT-3/DOT-4

INDUSTRIAL OILS

Lubrica AN

Lubrica MH-L

Lubrica MH-M

Lubrica MH-V

Lubrica MHP-40A

Lubrica MHP-30

Lubrica MVK-1

Lubrica RM

www.lubrica.com
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Table 2

GREASES

Lubrica - Lithium greases

 Lubrica - Calcium greases

 Lubrica K/G Graphite greases

Lubrica Lithium 
EP Multipurpose greases

180 kg15 kg9 kg3 kg0,450 kg

packagespackagespackages





MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

ISO 9001 001

Attention: It is possible after the editorial completion of the catalogue some changes in the offered 
products to have occurred. LUBRICA Ltd. keeps its right to make changes in the technological 
parameters of the products, the package type and the package volume. In order to receive 
information about the valid parameters at the moment of the order please turn to your supplier of 
Lubrica.

Head Office - Ruse
7009 Ruse
125 A, Bulgaria Blvd
Tel.: +359 (082) 814 816
Fax: (082) 814 814
Email: office@lubrica.com

Representative Office - Plovdiv
4000 Plovdiv
17, Kuklensko shose 
Tel.: +359 (032) 693 677
Fax: (032) 693 677
Email: office-plovdiv@lubrica.com

Representative office - Sofia
1532 Sofia, Kazichane
North Industrial Zone
67, Tsar Boris III, 
Tel.: +359888286293
Email: office-sofia@lubrica.com


